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If you are looking for some of the top fashion tips possible, you will need to take a somewhat
strategic approach. A lot of women tend to just copy what they see on TV and will completely forget
about ever creating their own style. Fashion is all about creating your own look and making it your
own but it seems like the majority of people tend to forget that fashion is an individual venture. If you
are serious about looking and feeling better, you should take these simple fashion tips into
consideration.

Do Not Overdress

Always learn how to dress for the occasion and never look to over dress. Often itâ€™s much better to be
slightly under dressed with converse shoes rather than having to wear a suit at a children's birthday
party. However, dramatically undressing can be a horrible thing as you obviously will not wear
slippers at a wedding. You must always understand what the occasion is and how you can possibly
dress for the event. If you have a pair of DC shoes, then those are best for casual outings and not
for a job interview

Do Not Be Afraid To Not Match

Too often people tend to think that you must always match to be fashionable but it really all depends
on the person that's wearing the shoes. This means that you will be able to be creative and match
colours together with what you prefer. However, it is not a good idea to simply just match colours
without much thought process. Randomly putting a pink shirt on with blue pants just may not be the
best fashion statement to create but it surely will grab people's attention. Always experiment with
different colours and remember that it will always take some time to be able to fully create your own
style

Experiment

Take the time to go out and buy some of cheap clothes and see what looks good on you. This will
give you a better understanding of what you can look like without having to spend a fortune on
different clothes. This means that you will look for bargain sales pick some clothes out that you
normally would not wear. Though this might seem like a crazy thing to do, this will help you develop
your own sense of fashion and ultimately make the process go by faster

Overall, fashion is all subjective and so you will need to develop and understand what you want to
be able to have your own style. Take your time with the process and enjoy the process of finding
your own style. If you are serious about finding your own fashion style, you should certainly take
these things into consideration
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